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Abstract: Cognition based model of CBR technique is considered as significant approach in developing
decision support tools. In the field of medical science the utilization of CBR technique during diagnosis and
treatment suggestion has become very famous. CBR approach allows clinicians to solve problems using past
experiences related to current situation. In this paper we present a brief overview of CBR technique and its
effectiveness in the field of medical domain. Research aim is to provide detailed knowledge to the researchers
regarding the CBR cycle, its frameworks that proposed earlier and different medical CBR applications.
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INTRODUCTION the year of 1977 [3, 4]. The aim of this research was to

In the field of Artificial Intelligence the technique of experts which facilitate them in taking decisions. Different
case based reasoning (CBR) is attaining significant prototype CBR systems were established in that period
consideration [1]. CBR technique considered to be an namely: Cyrus [5, 6], Mediator [7], Persuader [8], Chef [9],
important tool in developing decision support Julia [10], Casey and Protos [11]. 
applications due to its cognition based model [2]. CBR There  are  many  benefits for employing CBR
approach focused its attention on solving problems and approach in medial domain. Some of them were identified
dealing with new situations by considering previous in [12, 13, 14]. Conversely many challenges arose while
experiences similar to current situation. employing CBR technique in medical applications. For this

An important practical implementation of CBR purpose, multiple research oriented conferences and
technique is in medical diagnosis. While dealing with new programs are required to be initiated. Some of the
patient’s physician recall their memory of past experiences challenges of CBR approach are given below: 
similar to current situation. This would allow comparison
between the new situations with the older situation. Sign Current CBR systems are not efficient enough in
& symptoms of the patient are the basis of comparison. recognizing features because data is coming from
Medical practitioners utilize the diagnosis and treatment different complex sources like sensors [15] images
proposed earlier in past situation for the current situation. [16]  time  series  data  [17]   free-text format [18] etc.
Practically, CBR approach is being employed in An alternative approach that is key- sequence
developing an effective way of thinking for almost every discovery approach for time series feature extraction
situation. In a nut shell we can simply says that CBR has been proposed in [19] which results in better
approach provide solutions to new problems by taking performance of CBR system in case-base indexing
into account preceding experiences related to current and similarity matching of symbolic time series data
situation. [20].

History of CBR field which come under the Artificial CBR systems are dependent on expert knowledge in
Intelligence area is comparatively new field to be research. feature selection and assign weighting. Case retrieval
Research on this field was initiated in Yale university by phase of the CBR system could be affected if the
Roger Schank and his colleagues at university of Yale in features are hidden.

provide an expert decision support application to medical
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Case repository is deemed to play vital role in the
performance of CBR technique. Knowledge
representing into the case repository is an actual
assets to execute CBR process. Ongoing updating of
the case repository is prerequisite for performing
CBR task properly [21].
Generally CBR system do not allow and automatic
adaptation of cases, it’s because of numerous issues
likes medical domain knowledge varies rapidly,
patients situation some time quite critical or quick
changes occurring, risk issues etc. [14].
Consequently in medical domain, we are requiring to
do an adoption process on manual basis by medical
practitioners. Fig. 1: Schematic Cycle of CBR [22]

The major contribution of the presented paper is to The similarity computation will allow to retrieves one or
commence brief overview of CBR technique and how this more cases from the case repository. Similarity values
technique is more effective in medical domain. The focal between the cases ranges from 0 to 1 where 0 reflects that
point of this research is to give the detailed information to there is no similarity in stored cases and 1 shows the
researchers regarding the CBR cycle, its framework that 100% matching of the new case with the stored cases. 
proposed earlier and some of the medical applications of Multiple retrieving algorithms are employed in CBR
case based reasoning technique. applications. Similarity matrices are the basis of

This paper is organized under the following sections resemblance between the cases that are stored in case
as follows: Section 2 describes schematic cycle of case repository. The most repeatedly retrieving techniques
based reasoning technique. Section 3 presents some of used are nearest neighbor algorithms, decision trees and
the famous proposed framework of CBR technique. their derivatives. Some of the popular retrieval algorithms
Section 4 discusses the medical application of CBR for are discuss below [38]:
specific diseases. Section 5 contains a conclusion of the
study. Nearest Neighbor Retrieval Algorithm: In nearest-

CBR Cycle: Kolodner explained in [23] that case is a is based on weighted summation of its attributes that are
“contextualized piece of knowledge representing similar to the recent input case [24]. Formula applied for
experience that teaches a lesson fundamental to achieving the computation of nearest neighbor retrieving algorithm
the goals of the reasoned”. Cases are usually in the form for retrieving the similar cases is given in eq. (i). 
of problem discussed and available solution in detail. The
problem part of the case explained the situation that
required being resolved where as the second part that is
solution part which provides an appropriate answer to the
current situation. In the above equation:

Four step schematic cycle of CBR system was C = new input case or target case
introduced by Aamodt and Plaza [22] namely Retrieve S = Stored cases in cases repository
phase, Reuse phase, Revise phase and Retain phase. n = Attributes in each case

Retrieval Phase of CBR Cycle: Case retrieval phase is the Sim = Similarity function for attributes i presented in
foremost step in the process of CBR. This step is both the current case and the stored cases.
considered to be an essential one because using retrieval W= denotes for the weight of each features. These
phase CBR system computed the similarity between two weights determine the importance of each feature that
cases. The existing situation is devised as new case and are assigned by the medical practitioners or the
compare among the stored cases on the basis of similarity. domain expert

neighbor retrieval algorithm, selection of retrieved cases

i = An individual or signal attribute
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Inductive approaches: Inductive methodology for the most similar extracted case from the case repository
case retrieval is applied to find out the structure of and used this solution for the current problem without
case base and decides which attributes are relatively any modification or adjustment. 
important and discriminated amongst related cases.
The consequential case base structure will provide Substitution: This strategy restores elements of the
case retriever a compact or summarized space to previous solution features that unsound with the new
search. input case.

Knowledge-guided approaches: The technique of Transformation: In the absence of suitable alternatives,
knowledge-guided for retrieving cases utilizes use transformation strategy. In this situation a modified
particular domain knowledge to find out those solution is derived.
attributes of a case that could be relatively important
in future retrieval of that case. Relative importance of Revise Phase of CBR Cycle: Once the case is retrieved
attributes varies with the variation in situations. and adapted, it is proceed to revise stage. In this stage the

Reuse Phase of CBR Cycle: The 2  phase of the CBR accuracy and offered as a validated solution for the newnd

cycle is adaption or reuse phase. This phase reprocess problem case [24].
the extracted case from the knowledge base or case
repository and present it as a recommended solution for Retain Phase of CBR Cycle: This is the final or last stage
a  current  input  case. Generally stored cases in to the of CBR cycle and it is responsible for integrating new
case repository required to be modifying for the new case. cases into the case repository or knowledge base for
The procedure to adjust the past solution for the current future utilization [26].
input case is called adaption. It evaluates the variations
generate  between  the  input  case  and the stored cases Famous Proposed Framework of CBR: Numerous
that are retrieved from the case repository. Then employ techniques  have  been  scrutinized  for  the  development
different techniques to propose the solution. Domain of CBR system and some of these techniques are
experts are required for the purpose of adaption. incorporate with software tool which permit making

Subsequently three case adaptation strategies are prototypes in  a  proper  manner.   Some   famous
discussed [25]: proposed  software  tools of CBR system such as

Reinstantiation: This is a straightforward way of be used in constructing medical applications are
adaptation.  In this strategy, simply copied the solution of discussed below:

adapted solution is being analyzed and verified for the

jCOLIBRI [27], myCBR [28] and eXiT*CBR [29] which can

Fig. 2: jCOLIBRI Framework Structure [27]
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Fig. 3: System Architecture of myCBR [28]

Fig. 4: eXiT*CBR framework [29]

jCOLIBRI based on object-oriented framework limitation. The most popular version of myCBR is a plug-
designed in JAVA for constructing the case based in of open source ontology editor Protégé [8]. The main
reasoning systems. It presents the basic development objective of myCBR application tool is to develop case
procedures which reuse the previous design and based reasoning applications. myCBR provides user
implementations. The domain-independent Case-based friendly GUI environment used for modeling various kinds
reasoning ontology (CBROnto) [30] used in jCOLIBRI to of attribute specification similarity measurement that
formalize the CBR knowledge that is mapped into the evaluates the retrieved results.
classes of framework, the tasks of case based reasoning The eXiT*CBR [29] framework provides an integrated
and reusable library for problem-solving methods [31]. environment that use different CBR technique for different
jCOLIBRI is a software tool that supports the applications domains. The extensible framework of
reprocessing of software for constructing the CBR eXiT*CBR provides a rapid prototyping environment for
applications. constructing CBR application used in medical diagnosis

myCBR is one of the most popular CBR software and supports experiment replication and interpretation
platform. It is a Framework with certain capabilities and using the common medical graphical tools.
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The eXiT*CBR framework integrates with the existing CONCLUSION
CBR methods rather than starts from scratch with the
addition of the new requirement using the integration of Case based reasoning is considered to be an ideal
data mining techniques. cognition based model used to develop reasoning

CBR Applications  for  Medical  Domain:  Expression facilitate clinicians during diagnosis and treatment phase
CBR [32]: This system has the ability to classify the data of patient care. This paper present an overview of the
of leukemia patients and guides the different types of researchers accomplished on CBR technique and briefly
cancer  to  the  medical  consultants during diagnosis. outlines the schematic cycle, most popular CBR
Data filtering algorithm is applied to solve the framework and some of the medical CBR applications that
dimensionality problem in the medical datasets. To fasting proposed earlier.
the classification process clustering algorithm is used
being in the system. REFERENCES
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